
Jerk Chicken Mix $75 $115

 Chicken marinated overnight with traditional Jamaican spices
 including ginger, garlic, cloves, scotch bonnet/habanero peppers
and all spice/pimento. Then, flame-gilled to smoky perfection

Jerk Wings $55 $95

 Wings marinated overnight with traditional Jamaican spices
 including ginger, garlic, cloves, scotch bonnet/habanero peppers
and all spice/pimento. Then, flame-gilled to smoky perfection

Curry Chicken $55 $95

Chicken stewed in a thick and rich onion- and tomato-based curry 
sauce flavored with a variety of Jamaican spices including curry.

Brown Stew Chicken $55 $95

 Chicken seared in oil and then braised in a brown gravy with sweet
bell peppers, Scotch bonnet, onions, garlic and carrots

Oxtail Stew $130 $240
 If you like short ribs, you’ll love oxtail! Seared beef mixed with a
 medley of Jamaican spices simmered until it becomes
fall-off-the-bone-tender meat and creamy butter beans

Curry Goat $100 $190
 Rich stew made with hearty goat meat infused with the flavors of
 curry powder, chopped onion, scallion, garlic, ginger, thyme and
scotch

Jerk Salmon $75 $115
 The salmon which includes ginger, garlic, cloves, cinnamon, scotch
bonnet pepper and pimento

Snapper $155 $255

Whole snapper – Fried, Steamed or stewed

Curry Chick Peas $55 $95

 Tender chickpeas in a tomato-onion gravy with soft spinach boldly
flavored with curry and other Indian spices

Ackee And Saltfish $95 $140
 Jamaica’s breakfast of champions and national dish! Ackee is a
 fruit  merged with salted codfish and sautéed with onions,
 tomatoes, scallions and Scotch bonnet peppers sprinkled with
thyme and other traditional Jamaican spices

Collard Greens $45 $70

Available vegan or with smoked turkey

Rice And Peas $50 $75

Rice and pigeon peas aka gungo peas combined with traditional 
Jamaican spices, garlic , scotch bonnet/habanero pepper, thyme, 
scallions and coconut milk left to simmer until cooked

Cabbage $45 $70

Steamed Caribbean cabbage

Mac And Cheese $65 $95

 Three-cheese macaroni and cheese

Sweet Potatoes $65 $95
 Include coconut, brown sugar, raisons, vanilla, cinnamon, and a
variety of other spices are
tossed in

Collaloo $75 $110
 Vegetable similar to spinach that is cooked with onion, garlic,
tomatoes, thyme and Scotch bonnet pepper. Available with saltfish

Jamaican Patties (50) $125
  A pastry filled with vegetables or beef

Fried Whiting $110

Fish seasoned and fried to a golden brown

Hope's Potato Salad $50 $75

Southern style potato salad

Mango Coleslaw $50 $75
Shredded seasoned cabbage with mangos and light poppy dressing

Phanso's Fried Chicken $50 $75
Jerk-fried chicken

Inivte All Your Friends
Hlaf Trays Serve 12-15 People - Full Trays Serve 25-30 People

ENTREE Half-Tray Full-Tray SIDE DISH Half-Tray Full-Tray

CALL
(513) 438-1865

Subsidiary of Hopes Fulfilled Farm to Table Co-op

Don’t see it on the menu? Ask us?


